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GRAVITY & THE GIRAFFE
Loudly proclaiming the glory & genius of Christ their Creator!

God gave the giraffe a massive heart that is able to pump blood against gravity
10 feet (3 meters) up to its head. A giraffe’s blood pressure is 280/180 mm Hg—twice
that of man. When it bends down to drink, blood doesn’t rush to the brain. Instead,
some of its blood moves into tiny vessels of the neck and the base of the head. This
prevents a giraffe from having a stroke. Christ also put one-way valves in the jugular
veins of a giraffe to keep blood from returning too quickly to the heart when it lifts its
head. This way, the giraffe doesn’t pass out. God is an amazing Designer!

Like fingerprints and
snowflakes, no two
giraffes have the same
coat pattern. Jesus is
infinitely creative!

AMAZING GRAVITY-DEFYING FACTS
• Reaching 20 feet (6 meters) into the air,
giraffes eat leaves off African acacia trees.
• A giraffe grows to be 18 feet (over 5 meters) tall.
• Its heart is huge—2 feet long (60 centimeters);
weighing 25 pounds (11 kilograms); pumping
16 gallons (60 liters) of blood per minute.
• The skin of a giraffe’s legs is very
tight to prevent blood from filling
its ankles and causing edema.

It’s very hard for a giraffe to
sleep. It gets only five to
ten minutes of deep
sleep every day, yet
it is alert when
awake! How does
Jesus do this?!
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1. Some people experience motion sickness because
our sense of balance is connected to our
.
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2. Waterfalls are created by God using two common
things: water and
.
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5. The control center of balance for people is located
in the inner
, brainstem, and cerebellum (our
vestibular system).
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caused by gravity.
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CROSSWORD
11

Th e wo rd s u s ed i n t h e
CROSSWORD and WORD
SEARCH are taken from the
articles found in CREATOR
Volume 13 Number 4.

Answers to CROSSWORD found in
kids’ kreation #57
Down: 1. MASS 3. INCREASES
4. SPEED 5. NEWTON
6. GRAVITY 11. GLORY
Across: 2. GALILEO 4. SINS
7. TRUE 8. TEN 9. KAVOD
10. WEIGHT 12. STAR

7. Creation sparkles with the
8.

of God.

heat up to 3,600° F (2,000° C) as they whiz
through the atmosphere.

Across
3. The country of
has five of the ten highest
waterfalls on Earth!
4. The coast
are the largest individual
organisms in the world!
6. Meteors are small chunks of space
inch (two centimeters) or less in size.

8. Christ’s willing submission to the force of gravity He
created and that led to His death, richly
demonstrates His
.
9. The humpback
the sea.”

is known as the “acrobat of

10. God is exalted above the

FAMILY ACTIVITY:

usually one

(Psalm 113:4).

11. The tips of plant roots & shoots contain special
grains of
that respond to Earth’s gravity.

Growing Plants in Gravity
For this experiment you will need four bean seeds,
four clear plastic sandwich bags, four sheets of
paper towel, and a plastic clip or clothespin.
Fold each of the paper towel squares into
quarters and stick one folded paper towel in
each of the four sandwich bags. Pour a small
amount of clean tap water into each bag until
the paper towel is soaked (drain excess water).
Next, place one bean seed in the center of each
bag and on one side of the moist paper towel (the
seed should be seen through the side of the bag).
Hang the bags together by a clothespin or
plastic clip so that each bag is vertical. Allow
the seeds to sprout (this will take three or four days).
Once each seed has grown a visible root, turn
two of the bags 90° and two of them 180°.
Hang all four in that new vertical position for
an additional one or two days.
What happens to the direction that each root
is growing? (See photo above Word Search.)

This bean sprout was
turned 90° after three
days of growth and then
allowed to grow an
additional 24 hours.
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UTRICLE
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